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As the state court systems in the United States computerize their
operations, a number of fundamental choices must be made concerning the
nature and content of the developing databases. These choices range from
decisions about whether state-wide systems should include particular
information-for example, on the nature of cases or the amount of verdicts-to
decisions about access to the database. These decisions are important because
proposals for changes in the law are often premised on assumptions about the
number and outcomes of particular types of cases. However, in many states,
including South Carolina, it is not currently possible to determine whether
these assumptions are valid.I The evaluation of these assumptions requires
data concerning such questions as: How many of each type of cases are filed
each year? Are these cases disposed of by jury verdict or by some other
means? What are the mean and median verdicts in particular types of cases?
Such information would be helpful, for example, in evaluating proposals for
reform in areas like medical malpractice and products liability.
The utility of such data was demonstrated in the mid-1980s when South
Carolina was considering a number of proposals for "tort reform." Initially,
one reason for the proposals was an asserted need to address the problems of
a "litigation explosion" and a "verdict explosion." One response to these
claims was a study that was conducted by a manual review of case files for the
ten-year period of 1976-1985. That study revealed that there was not an
excessive increase in the level of litigation or in the amount of verdicts. 2
These data were utilized by political decisionmakers; and though the debate
about tort reform continued, the proponents of legislative change no longer
argued that a litigation explosion necessitated reform.'
1. See infra notes 4-5, 10, 14, 33-34 and accompanying text.
2. F. Patrick Hubbard, "Patterns" in Civil Jury Verdicts in the State Circuit Courts in South
Carolina: 1976-1985, 38 S.C. L. REv. 699 (1987).
3. See Donald R. Songer, Tort Reform in South Carolina: The Effect of Empirical Research
on Elite Perceptions Concerning Jury Verdicts, 39 S.C. L. REv. 585 (1988). The study indicated
that the data about litigation had no impact on general perceptions about litigation but that the
perceptions of key decision makers in the legislature were very much affected. The author con-
cluded that "although the report directly affected the perceptions of very few people, it appears
to have had a significant impact on the framework of the political debate in the House of
Representatives." Id. at 603.
[Vol. 47:537
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Partly because of this experience, the South Carolina Law Institute and
the South Carolina Bar Foundation supported a proposal to study the
development of a computerized data system that would include similar data
about civil cases and thus make it possible to do statistical analyses cheaply
and quickly. This article discusses the questions involved in designing an
expanded computer database, the steps involved in the study, the results of the
study, and questions about the future development of expanded civil litigation
databases.
I. QUESTIONS INVOLVED IN DESIGNING
AN EXPANDED DATABASE ON CIVIL LITIGATION
A. Data To Be Gathered
At the time this study began in 1988, South Carolina had relatively
detailed data concerning the nature of the crime charged and the disposition
of a case for criminal cases in the circuit courts, but data concerning civil
cases was limited.4 Although the state has greatly improved the accessibility
of centralized computer data about the courts since that time,5 there has been
no change in the types of civil court data that are collected. As a result, the
civil court data system is limited and does not contain data on, for example,
whether a tort or a contract case is involved or whether the case is resolved
by default judgment or motion to dismiss. Such data would be useful primarily
for policy concerns, and are, thus, excluded because the system is focused on
gathering data to help manage the court docket.
Management concerns are, of course, necessary and important, and every
court system must address them by satisfying minimal requirements. For
example, there must be a code for uniquely identifying each case. In addition,
it is common to have a method for dealing with joinder of cases and for
4. See, e.g., SOUTH CAROLINA JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT, ANNUAL REPORT-1989 (1990). In
South Carolina the circuit courts, sitting as courts of common pleas, are the trial courts with
exclusive jurisdiction over civil cases, except family and probate matters, in which the amount
in controversy exceeds $5000. S.C. CONST. art. V, § 11 (amended 1985); S.C. CODE ANN.
§ 22-3-10 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1995). The only data collected on a state-wide basis for a civil
case in the circuit courts are: filing date, case number, dates of reference and report by a master,
names of parties and their attorneys, case type (jury, nonjury or post conviction relie), date of
final disposition, judge at final disposition, and method of disposition (transfer to other court;
discontinued, settled, or withdrawn by party; nonjury trial; jury trial; default; dismissed; and
other). See South Carolina Administration, Common Pleas Docket Sheet. Reports by the Judicial
Department contain data only on the number of cases filed, the number of cases disposed, and
the age of pending cases. See, e.g., SOUTH CAROLINA JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT, ANNUAL
REPORT-1993 (1994).
5. See SOUTH CAROLINA JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT, ET AL., COURT AUTOMATION: FILE
TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS IN USE OF COURT INFORMATION (1995).
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remands. Date of filing and date of termination are also essential because the
management purpose of inventory control requires the monitoring of the
number and age of pending cases. Though it is not essential, most systems
include judge identification codes so that the workload of individual judges can
be monitored. The following discussion assumes that these minimal data,
which are essential to management, are already in the system. Such data will,
therefore, not be discussed so that the analysis can focus on other types of data
that might be included in an expanded system that can address policy concerns
as well.
6
1. Nature of the Case
Gathering data on the nature of the case raises a number of issues.
Initially, it will be necessary to define the categories to be used. Obvious
categories like tort and contract present little difficulty. However, other
potential categories and the possible use of subcategories-for example,
different types of torts or different varieties of claims (like loss of consortium
or wrongful death)-require decisions about how detailed the system will be
and what categories and subcategories will be used. Though it is tempting to
maximize precision and detail, adding categories increases not only the cost
of gathering and reporting data, but also the risk of error in categorization of
particular cases as they are filed.
It is also necessary to determine whether the categories will be mutually
exclusive or whether a case can involve more than one category. For example,
if a disappointed home purchaser sues for termite damage discovered after the
sale and alleges both breach of contract and fraud, the case might be entered
as a tort action, a contract action, or both. Once again, there will be tension
between the desire for detail vis & vis the costs and utility of gathering more
specific data. On the one hand, two concerns raise doubt about the utility of
treating any suit as two different types of claim. First, using more than one
category will make statistical analysis of cases like the hypothetical home
purchase suit more difficult because the same case will appear as both a fraud
case and a contract case. Second, if general verdicts are used, it will not be
possible to know which theory of recovery was used by the jury. Indeed, the
jury might have decided against the plaintiff on one of the claims. As a result,
the use of multiple categories could appear more precise yet the data actually
might not provide more precision or accuracy than a one-category system. On
the other hand, if only one category is used, problems could arise in dealing
with other detailed data. For example, in the hypothetical termite-damaged
home purchase case, which category will be used? If a general verdict for
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plaintiff is rendered, it will be misleading simply to assume that the verdict
was in the category chosen at the time the case was filed, rather than the
alternative category. Even if certainty as to theory exists (for example, if a
special verdict form is used, or if the judge dismisses the fraud cause of action
and the jury returns a verdict for the plaintiff for the contract action), how will
this result be treated in terms of manner of disposition under a one-category-
per-case system?
Compiling data on the nature of a case also requires decisions concerning
the handling of amended complaints, counterclaims, and cross-claims. The
trade-off between precision and costs discussed above will be relevant to these
decisions.
As a general rule, categories of cases should be defined largely as a part
of the design of the data system. Thus, a clerk or attorney will not be free to
define the nature of the case and will have to choose from a list of defined
categories. Without such a limit, it will be impossible to make system-wide
comparisons concerning the treatment of different categories of cases.
However, there may be advantages with giving discretion in defining more
detailed subcategories. The loss of system-wide comparability might be offset
by the resulting opportunity for different trial courts to experiment with
various approaches. This experimentation could provide useful guidance in the
design of a more detailed state-wide method of defiming subcategories.
2. Disposition of Case
Cases can be resolved in a variety of ways, and it will be necessary to
prescribe the categories to be used. A database might, for example, contain
data on the following types of disposition: (1) dismissal for failure to state a
claim, (2) summary judgment, (3) default judgment, (4) directed verdict,
(5) bench verdict, (6) jury verdict, and (7) voluntary dismissal. In simple cases
it is easy to identify the prevailing party, but problems arise in at least three
types of situations. First, when a complaint has multiple causes of action, it
could be that the defendant prevails on some causes although the plaintiff
prevails on others. Will each claim or cause have a separate disposition
entered for it? If so, how will a general verdict be treated? Second, where
counterclaims and cross-claims are involved, labelling the defendant as the
prevailing party can be misleading. Finally, in some actions-eminent domain,
for example-simply labelling the plaintiff as the prevailing party will result
in information that is likely to be misleading or meaningless because the
monetary award will go to the defendant.
Data concerning damages could include not only the gross amount of
recovery but also information on the nature of damages in terms of the amount
of actual damages; of punitive damages; of costs; and, where appropriate, of
attorney's fees. Although the reporting of this data can be complicated when
a counterclaim or cross-claim is involved, there is no technical reason why it
19961
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could not be done in such cases. The problem, once again, involves trade-offs
between the utility of the more detailed data and the problems associated with
gathering them. Given the current widespread use of general verdicts, it
appears difficult in most cases to gather data on amounts awarded by type of
injury-e.g., pain and suffering, mental distress, medical expenses, lost wages,
or property damage. However, if one is willing to undergo the costs in terms
of time and lack of reliability, it would be possible to gather such data from
allegations in complaints or from information contained in forms completed by
attorneys.
Not all successful claims involve damages awards-for example, the suit
may involve a request for judicial foreclosure of a lien or for an equitable
grant of rescission or an injunction. Consequently, a complete data system
would include at least an "other disposition" category. More details about an
"other" category might also be included in the form of subcategories such as
foreclosure, injunction, and rescission.
3. Trial Court Proceedings
Information about trial court proceedings before final disposition can be
important in understanding the functioning of a civil court system, but this
information might not be reflected in the final disposition. For example, data
concerning discovery orders or sanctions might be important.7 Given the
current public concern with possible abuse of the judicial system, data
concerning Rule 11 motions and sanctions might also be included in an
expanded database.'
4. Appeals
When a case is remanded, some systems have a way of indicating that the
case is not a new one, but rather a case commenced by remand. Additional
appeals data, focusing on the post-trial history of a case, might also be
included in the database. If so, a number of questions concerning such data
must be addressed. For example:
(1) Will both interlocutory and final appeals be included? If so, will
they be distinguished?
(2) Will both supreme court and intermediate court of appeals
decisions be included?
(3) How will the results on appeal be categorized?
(4) Will remands and retrials be included? If so, how?
7. See FED. R. Civ. P. 26, 37; S.C. R. Civ. P. 26, 37.
8. See FED. R. Civ. P. 11; S.C. R. Civ. P. 11.
[Vol. 47:537
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Because most states have only limited management-oriented data systems for
appellate courts, 9 one could consider expanding the appellate-court data
system in order to generate the information that would be necessary to design
a trial-court system that would include post-trial data.
5. Parties and Attorneys
Although there are obvious management reasons for maintaining data on
the names and addresses of parties and attorneys, the need for such data for
statistical purposes is less obvious. However, searches by party name could be
useful for some reasons-for example, in detecting a pattern of fraud by a
particular defendant. In addition, data on the nature of the party-for example,
corporate or governmental entity-might be helpful in addressing such policy
concerns as determining the need for a limit on the tort liability of governmen-
tal entities. Data on attorneys might also serve policy purposes, ranging from
the tracking of attorneys for possible disciplinary purposes to more academic
interests as studying specialization in the bar.
6. Defenses
Policy purposes would also be served by inclusion of information
concerning defenses. However, it might not be possible in many cases to relate
the defense to the outcome because a defense verdict could be based on a
failure of the plaintiff's basic case. On the other hand, in some jurisdictions
the role of some defenses may be clearly reflected in the verdict-for example,
where the jury gives precise percentages of fault for each party in a compara-
tive fault verdict. If defenses are included, it will be necessary to develop
categories of defenses.
B. Initial Input of Data
As to a specific case, it is not clear who should be responsible for
determining things like the nature of the case or the manner of disposi-
tion-clerk, attorney, or judge. There is no necessity that the same person
provide all the information; different information might be provided by
different persons. In any event, it should be noted that there are relative
strengths and weaknesses with the different approaches. For example, if the
plaintiff's attorney is responsible for determining whether a particular category
9. See, e.g., BRIAN J. OSTROM & NEAL B. KAUDER, EXAMINING THE WORK OF STATE
COURTS, 1993 51-65 (1995) [hereinafterExAMINING STATE COURTS]; STATE JUSTICE INSTITUTE,
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or categories of case is involved, then problems of consistency throughout the
data system are raised. On the other hand, if clerks are responsible, then
problems of expertise are presented.
C. Reports and Access to Data
A database can have many uses, and different groups will have different
reasons for utilizing a database. As a result, issues can arise concerning
reports about the data and concerning database access. A court database
involves "public information," and knowledge of such information is favorable
in most circumstances. Nevertheless, there are constraints on providing
information. One major limit is the cost of compiling and printing reports.
Consequently, it may be necessary to charge for the reports and to limit the
number and detail of the statistical reports that are generated. Because of the
costs of gathering and storing the data, it may also be legitimate to charge for
access to the database so that these costs can be at least partially recovered.
Another limit results from what could be termed "political" factors-i.e., the
custodians of the data or court officials may prefer not to make reports or the
raw data easily available. For example, data compiled by name of parties or
by name of the trial judge might raise issues that less personalized compila-
tions would not.
II. SOUTH CAROLINA PILOT STUDY
The study discussed in this article proceeded in two stages. First, it
addressed the questions discussed above in order to determine the data to be
contained in an expanded system. As part of this design process, the federal
system and the systems used in a number of states were reviewed. In addition,
questionnaires were sent to judges in the state and to clerks of court to gather
their views on the utility of an expanded system. The second stage involved
the use of the expanded system in a pilot study in two counties. One county
was relatively urban and had a large case load; the other was more rural and
had a relatively small case load.
A. Content of the Expanded System
1. Surveys
a. Selected Systems
In 1989 a survey of the federal system and of ten states was made in
order to determine what systems were then in use."° The federal courts have
10. The detailed results of this study are set forth in South Carolina Law Institute, State
[Vol. 47:537
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a relatively detailed system for gathering civil case data. However, because the
federal trial courts generally have fewer cases involving greater amounts of
money and also have limited grants of jurisdiction, it is not proper to assume
that the federal approach should be utilized by a state system. Nevertheless,
it is useful to consider the federal system as a possible model to use in
designing a data system that meets the different needs and characteristics of the
state court systems.
When a case is filed in federal district court, the clerk completes a form
that is sent to the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. The form
contains the following data:
(1) district court involved;
(2) docket number (with the year) and/or filing date;
(3) origin of suit-i.e., original filing, removal, etc;
(4) basis of jurisdiction (when diversity is the basis of jurisdiction,
information on citizenship is also included);
(5) nature of suit (dozens of possible categories are utilized, and
a case can be in only one category);
Computer Databases on Civil Cases: An Analysis of Issues Involved in Expanding Databases to
Include Policy Concerns and of the Systems in Ten Selected States and in the Federal Courts
(1989) [hereinafter Analysis of Issues and Systems]. The ten states were: Alabama, Florida,
Delaware, Georgia, Kansas, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and
Washington. The nine states other than South Carolina were chosen because each had some
important similarities to South Carolina. Information on the federal system was provided by the
Office of the Clerk of Court of the District of South Carolina in Columbia, South Carolina, and
by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. It should be noted that expansion and
computerization of many of the databases were then underway, and that the report, therefore,
may not accurately reflect a particular system today. A more traditional review of data systems
was undertaken by reviewing published materials prepared by the National Center for State
Courts, such as NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS, STATE COURT CASELOAD STATISTICS:
ANNUAL REPORT 1984 (1986) and NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS, THE BusINEss OF
STATE TRIAL COURTS (1983).
11. The broad categories are: contract, real property, tort, civil rights, prisoner petitions,
forfeiture/penalty, labor, bankruptcy, property rights, social security, federal tax suits, and other
statutes. All of these categories have subcategories. For example, the category of tort is
subdivided into two subcategories: personal injury and personal property. These two subcatego-
ries are further subdivided into subsubcategories. For "personal injury" these are: airplane,
airplane product liability, assault, libel and slander, federal employees liability, marine, marine
product liability, motor vehicle, motor vehicle product liability, other personal injury, medical
malpractice, product liability, and asbestos product liability. For the tort subcategory "personal
property," the subsubcategories are: other fraud, truth in lending, other personal property
damage, product liability. Because of the number of categories and subsubcategories involved,
overlap is possible. For example, reference to tort or to product liability subcategories were also
found in the category of "contract" (contract product liability) and the category of "real property"
(torts to land, tort product liability).
1996]
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(6) particular demands by plaintiff: certification of class action,
money demand, and jury demand; and
(7) when appropriate, information on the judge, magistrate, and
county involved.
Much of the information to be used in completing this form is provided by the
plaintiff's attorney, who is required to complete a cover sheet when a
complaint is filed. When the case has been resolved, another form, which
contains disposition data, is sent to the Administrative Office. This disposition
form contains data on:
(1) procedural progress at termination-e.g., judgment on motion
or after jury trial;
(2) disposition involved-e.g., transfer to another district, settle
ment, or jury verdict;
(3) nature of judgment-e.g., dollar amount or injunction;
(4) judgment for plaintiff, defendant, or both; and
(5) dates of joining of issue, of pretrial conference, of beginning of
trial, and of trial.
Statistical reports based on the data collected from these forms are published
regularly by the Administrative Office.12 In addition to these published
reports, the Division also prepares occasional reports on more narrowly
focused topics.
Virtually every state has a central, computerized database containing
information on both civil and criminal cases in the state courts. 3 However,
these databases are focused on the management concerns of court administra-
tors. As a result, the systems are frequently limited to information that is
necessary for court management-for example, data on cases filed each month,
on the length of time between the filing and disposition of cases, and on the
particular judge who resolved the case involved. Criminal data systems often
contain more detail concerning convictions and sentencing because of the
needs of prison and law enforcement officers. However, civil case data on
such things as the nature of the case or the amount of the verdict may not be
contained in the states' management-oriented systems.
Some states have expanded their civil case data systems to include
additional data, particularly concerning the nature of the case and the nature
of disposition, which can be used for evaluating public-policy concerns and
proposals. 4 However, even the expanded systems remain somewhat limited,
12. See, e.g., ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS, FEDERAL JUDICIAL
WORKLoAD STATISTICS, DECEMBER 31, 1991 (1991).
13. See supra notes 9-10.
14. See, e.g., EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 22-25; STATE COURT STATISTICS,
[Vol. 47:537
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and there is little consistency among the states in their choices of categories.
Moreover, the systems often have aspects that raise various concerns about
both comparability and reliability. For example, in one of the systems, entry
of nature of the case is done by the clerk's typing in that clerk's own verbal
identification of the type of case. Some of the expanded databases treat
categories of cases that are overlapping as if they were distinct-for example,
by treating tort and wrongful death claims as if they were two separate
categories. Because of these problems and because of differences in the civil
systems in the various states, it is not possible to make any generalizations
about how particular types of cases are addressed except in very limited
ways. 15
b. Judges and Clerks of Court
In order to gather information about the views of the principal actors in
the judicial system, a questionnaire was sent to South Carolina state judges and
another, shorter questionnaire was sent to clerks of court. Response levels to
both questionnaires were relatively high. 6 Although there was a wide range
of views on all issues, the judges were generally supportive of an expanded
database that would include detailed data on the nature of the case, disposition,
amount of judgment, post-trial motions, sanctions, and final appeals. There
was also considerable support for spending the money and time necessary to
gather the data. However, a substantial minority of judges was very concerned
that the costs would outweigh any benefits that might result.
The clerks of court were also skeptical about the value of an expanded
database. About one-third had no view on the matter, about one-fourth
supported an expansion, and the remainder opposed any expansion. If an
expansion were to be adopted, most clerks felt that an additional five minutes
per case would be a reasonable amount of time to spend gathering and
reporting additional data. However, a substantial number of clerks felt that
no additional time should be spent. The written responses indicated that the
basic reason for the clerk's opposition to an expanded database resulted from
a combination of two factors. First, the offices of the clerks are already very
busy, and there seems to be little likelihood of additional personnel and
funding. Second, the value of the additional data is very questionable from the
supra note 9, at 220-224; Analysis of Issues and Systems, supra note 10.
15. For further discussion of this point, see infra, notes 33-34 and accompanying text.
16. Of the 55 circuit court and appellate court judges in South Carolina at the time, 40
responded. Twenty-three of the 46 clerks of court responded. Data from the surveys are
summarized and discussed in South Carolina Law Institute, Judicial Views on Computerized Civil
Case Database: Report on Findings of Raw Survey of South Carolina Judges (1988) and South
Carolina Law Institute, Views of Clerks of Court On an Expanded Civil CaseData System (1988).
19961
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clerks' point of view because their role requires them to focus on management
concerns.
If an expanded state-wide database is implemented on a permanent basis,
the concern for value versus cost as reflected in both surveys should be
addressed by several measures. First, the additional workload must be kept to
a minimum. Second, the expanded data should include information that is
clearly and immediately useful, particularly to the clerks. Third, where the
additional data is not helpful to the clerks' administrative tasks, the purpose
and value of the data should be made clear to those personnel. Fourth,
additional funding should be provided, particularly where nonmanagement
policy data are involved.
2. The Expanded Data System Used in the Study
Based on the surveys of other systems and of the views of the judges and
clerks of court, an expanded system addressing the nature of the civil action
and outcome was developed. After initial development, this system was
reviewed with the clerk of court and staff for Richland County, and a final
system was devised. The listing below summarizes the final scheme for the
nature of the case that was used in the pilot study. Family and probate matters
are handled by special courts,17 and cases involving these matters were not
addressed. The determination of the type of case was made by a staff member
in the office of the clerk of court. This process was guided by a set of detailed
descriptions for each case type and by discussions with the author. Any given
case could be characterized as only one type of case.
To ensure that the list of types of cases was relatively simple, the set of
possible case types was limited to seven basic categories. Because several of
these categories had subcategories, there were a total of seventeen case types
as follows:"8
(1) Tort. This category had four subcategories:
Motor Vehicle. Cases involving personal injury or property
injury caused by a motor vehicle, including cars, trucks, and
motorcycles.
Professional Malpractice. Cases involving personal injury,
property injury, or economic loss caused by the misconduct of a
person acting as a professional.
17. See supra note 4.
18. The written material given to the clerks included more detailed descriptions than those
given in the text above.
[Vol. 47:537
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Fraud, Unfair Trade Practices, and Other Economic or
Business-Related Wrongs. Cases involving economic torts like fraud.
General/Other Torts. Other tort actions that do not fall within
the specific categories listed above, products liability, or construction
contract. Examples of general/other torts are nuisance and "slip and
fall" premises liability cases.
(2) Products Liability. Cases involving personal injury, property
injury, or economic loss caused by defect or malfunction in a
product that has been sold, but not serviced or leased, by the
defendant.
(3) Contract Actions. This category had five subcategories:
Debt Collection. Cases involving failure to repay a loan or to
pay installments due on a sale of personal property or involving
other breach of duty under such loan agreement.
Employment. Cases involving breach of employment contract,
including claims for wrongful termination.
Construction. Cases involving the construction of a building.
(When the complaint alleges that the faulty construction is the result
of malpractice by an architect or engineer, the case is placed in
"Tort-Professional Malpractice" category unless the complaint also
names a nonprofessional defendant, such as a builder or contractor.)
Wrongful Breach of Contract. Claims involving a bad faith or
wrongful breach of contractual obligations. (Employment contracts
are specifically excluded.)
General/Other Contract. Cases involving breaches of agreements
or contracts, including agreements to buy goods and services.
(Specifically excluded from this category are real property contracts,
professional malpractice, products liability, and other contract
categories.)
(4) Real Property Actions. Cases involving the sale, lease or use of
real property, including evictions, eminent domain proceedings,
breach of contract for sale of real property, foreclosure actions, will
contests, and partition actions. (Specifically excluded are tort actions,
including premises liability and nuisance claims; construction
contract claims; and zoning issues.)
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Workers' Compensation. Cases involving a claim for workers'
compensation.
Post Conviction Relief. Cases involving a challenge to criminal
conviction filed as a civil proceeding under the state post conviction
relief (PCR) rules.
Notice of Seizure of Property. Cases involving seizure of real
and personal property, typically for drug law violations. Also
includes tax foreclosures.
General/Other Government. Includes all challenges to govern-
mental or administrative action except worker's compensation
claims-for example, constitutional claims and challenges to zoning
decisions, tax decisions, or licensing decisions.
(6) Minor Settlement Actions. Cases involving settlements involving
a minor that require court approval.19
(7) Other Actions. Any case that does not fall into one of the case
types above.
In addition to gathering data about case type, the study was also designed
to gather data about outcomes and monetary awards. Thus, data were gathered
on whether the plaintiff or the defendant prevailed, when an award was
granted, and the amounts of actual and punitive damages.
B. Statistical Results
The expanded database was used in a pilot study in two South Carolina
counties, Richland County and Berkeley County. Richland County is relatively
urban and has one of the highest civil caseloads in the state.W° Berkeley
County is relatively rural and suburban and has a significantly smaller
caseload.21 Information was gathered for Richiand County from July 1989
through May 1993 and for Berkeley County from February 1992 until June
1994. The data on case types and on awards were gathered specifically for this
project. Table 1 contains this data.
19. This category was included at the request of the clerk of court.
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Table 1: Number of Cases filed by County by Case Category
Number of Cases Filed by Case Category
Nature of Action Richland County Berkeley County
Number Percent Number Percent
Motor Vehicle 4,604: 17.9% 625: 13.5%
Prof. Malpractice 475: 1.9% 21: 0.5%
Bus./Economic 297: 1.2% 37: 0.8%
Gen./Other Tort 1,695: 6.6% 49:: 1.1%
Total: Tort Actions 1 7,071. 27.5%[ 732: 15.8%]
Products Liability 61 0.2%[ 5 0.1%
Debt Collection 8,617: 33.5% 1,893:: 40.9%
Employment 795: 3.1% 4 0.1%
Construction 71: 0.3% 2 0.0%
Contract Breach 1,065: 4.1% 129:: 2.8%
Gen./Other Con. 233: 0.9% 3 0.1%
Total: Contract Actions 10,781: 41.9% 2031 43.9%
Real Property 4,257 16.6%1 1,152 _24.9%
Workers' Comp. 91: 0.4% 18: 0.4%
Post Con. Relief 264: 1.0% 0 0.0%
Property Seizure 421: 1.6% 98: 2.1%
Gen./Other Gov't. 1 ,028. 4.0% 3 0.1%
Total: Government Actions 1 1,804. 7.0%1 119: 2.6%
Minor Settlement 378: 1.5%J 43: 0.9%
other 1,358: 5.3%1 546: 11.8%
TOTAL: ALL CASES J 25,710: 100.0%I 4,628. 100.0%
South Carolina has gathered data on the manner of disposition for all
counties for a number of years. However, the Judicial Department Annual
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this data for Richland County and Berkeley County for the time periods
involved in this study.
Table 2: Disposition Data for All Cases
Method of Disposition Richland County Berkeley County
Number : Percent Number:: Percent
Transferred to Other Court 672" 3.1% 48:: 2.8%
Dismissed (not Rule 40(c)(3)) 1,7671 8.0% 21 0.1%
Discontinued, Settled or Withdrawn 9,765:: 44.4% 263:: 15.2%
Dismissed by Court (Rule 40(c)(3)) 991: 4.5% 4 0.2%
Ended by Nonjury Trial 9711 4.4% 1541 8.9%
Ended by Jury Trial 352:: 1.6% 38: 2.2%
Uncontested/DefaultJudgment 7,478:: 34.0% 1,226: 70.7%
TOTAL CASES DISPOSED 21,996 100.0%I 1,735: 100.0%
One advantage of gathering data by type of case is that it becomes
possible to compare variations in the manner of disposition among different
types of cases. Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 illustrate this advantage.
Table 2.1: Disposition - Motor Vehicle
Method of Disposition Richland County Berkeley County
Number:: Percent Number! Percent
Transferred to Other Court 270: 7.1% 11 13.9%
Dismissed (not Rule 40(c)(3)) 95: 2.5% 0 0.0%
Discontinued, Settled or Withdrawn 2,815: 74.0% 43 54.4%
Dismissed by Court (Rule 40(c)(3)) 165: 4.3% 0 0.0%
Ended by Nonjury Trial 14: 0.4% 2 2.5%
Ended by Jury Trial 187: 4.9% 21:: 26.6%
Uncontested/Default Judgment 2571 6.8% 2 1 2.5%
[TOTAL CASES DISPOSED 3,803: 100.0% 79: 100.0%
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Table 2.2: Disposition - Debt Collection
Method of Disposition Richland County Berkeley County
Number:: Percent Number! Percent
Transferred to Other Court 159:: 2.1% 4 0.3%
Dismissed (not Rule 40(c)(3)) 529:: 6.9% 0 0.0%
Discontinued, Settled or Withdrawn 2,445:: 31.8% 32 2.6%
Dismissed by Court (Rule 40(c)(3)) 346:: 4.5% 4 0.3%
Ended by Nonjury Trial 57 i  0.7% 4 0.3%
Ended by Jury Trial 37: 0.5% 3 0.2%
Uncontested/Default Judgment 4,118: 53.5% 1,192: 96.2%
[TOTAL CASES DISPOSED 7,691: 100.0% 1,239 100.0%
Table 2.3: Disposition - Real Property
Method of Disposition Richland County Berkeley County
Number: Percent Number:: Percent
Transferred to Other Court 8 0.2% 11: 4.9%
Dismissed (not Rule 40(c)(3)) 428: 11.1% 0 0.0%
Discontinued, Settled or Withdrawn 1,047:: 27.2% 73 32.6%
Dismissed by Court (Rule 40(c)(3)) 90: 2.3% 0 0.0%
Ended by Nonjury Trial 15 j 0.4% 128:: 57.1%
Ended by Jury Trial 6 0.2% 1 0.5%
Uncontested/Default Judgment 2,250: 58.5% 11 4.9%
[TOTA CASES DISPOSED 3,844i 100.0%1 224 100.0%
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The expanded database used in the study included information on
prevailing party and on awards. Tables 3.1, 3.2, 4, and 5 contain data on
these variables.
Table 3.1: Prevailing Party-Richland County
Richland County
Nature
Of Plaintiff Defendant Total
Action Verdicts Verdicts Verdicts
Motor Vehicle 58 42.0% 80:: 58.0% 138
Professional 2 22.2% 7 i 77.8% 9
Malpractice ___
Business/Economic 2:: 66.7% 1 33.3% 3
Gen./Other Tort 16 39.0% 25 61.0% 41
Product Liability 0 0.0% 4 100.0% 4
Debt Collection 21:: 63.6% 12: 36.4% 33
Employment 3 50.0% 3 50.0% 6
Construction 1 33.3% 2:: 66.7% 3
Wrongful Breach of 8 61.5% 5 38.5% 13
Contract
Gen./Other 1 50.0% 1 :50.0% 2
Contract
Real Property 1 25.0% 3 75.0% 4
Workers' 11 100.0% 0: 0.0% 1
Compensation___
Post Conviction Relief 0 0 0
Notice of Property
Seizure 0 0 0
Gen./Other Gov't. 1 100.0% 0 00% 1
Minor Settlement 0 0 0
Other 0 0.0% 4 100.0% 4
ALL CASES 1 115: 43.9%J 147: 56.1% 262
[Vol. 47:537
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Table 3.2: Prevailing Party-Berkeley County
Berkeley County
Nature
Of Plaintiff Defendant Total
Action Verdicts Verdicts Verdicts
#i % # i %
Motor Vehicle 5 23.8% 16: 76.2% 21
Professional 0 0.0% 1 100.0% 1
Malpractice___ _________
Business/Economic 0 0.0% 2 100.0% 2
Gen./Other Tort 3 60.0% 2 40.0% 5
Product Liability 0 0 0
Debt Collection 3 100.0% 0 0.0% 100.0
Employment 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 1
Construction 0 0 0
Wrongful Breach of 2:: 100.0% 0 0.0% 2
Contract
Gen./Other 0 0. 0
Contract
Real Property 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 1
Workers' 0 0- 0
Compensation
Post Conviction Relief 00 0 
Notice of Property 0 0 0
Seizure
Gen./Other Gov't. 0 0 0
Minor Settlement 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 1
Other , 0 0.0% 1 100.0% 1
ALL CASES 16: 42.1%! 22: 57.9%1 38
1996]
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Table 5: Punitive Damages Awards
Richland Berkeley
County County
Number of Punitive Damages Awards 6 2
Percentage of Plaintiff Verdicts 5.2% 5.3%
Mean Punitive Damages Award $35,250 $520,000
Median Punitive Damages Award $5,000 N/A
Highest Punitive Damages Award $150,000 $10,000,000
Im. CONCLUSIONS
The study discussed herein was designed to evaluate the development of
an expanded computerized database on civil litigation by studying possible
systems, gathering viewpoints about an expanded database, designing a
database system, and testing the system by using it in two different types of
counties. Although the testing phase of the study gathered statistical data, it is
important to note that gathering data was not the sole concern of the study.
Another purpose of the study was to address the development of an expanded
data system. Therefore, this conclusion will address not only the data gathered
by the study, but also lessons about future expansion of the civil court database
on a state-wide basis.
A. Data Gathered in the Study
The data gathered by the study are consistent in many respects with the
1987 study of the South Carolina civil courts and with studies of other court
systems. For example, based on the limited data available from other states:
(1) Jury trials are rare and are used more often for tort than for any
other type of case. 3
(2) There has been no sharp increase in tort litigation during 1991,
1992, and 1993.24
23. See, e.g., Marc Galanter, The Regulatory Foundation of the Civil Jury in VERDIcr 61,
63-69 (Robert E. Latin ed., 1993); Bureau of Justice Statistics, Civil Jury Cases and Verdicts in
Large Counties (1995) [hereinafter Civil Jury Cases].
24. See, e.g., EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 22 (noting a small drop in tort
filings over the three-year period and providing very limited, nonrandom support for the position
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(3) Motor vehicle cases are the main type of tort suit filed.'
(4) Plaintiffs prevailed in approximately one-half of the tort cases. 6
(5) Products liability and professional malpractice both constitute a
small percentage of tort cases.27
(6) Punitive awards are rare and, with occasional exceptions, are
relatively modest.'
One important difference between the data collected in the study and the
data about other states is in size of awards. South Carolina tends to award
lower damage amounts. For example, in the tort area, studies of other states
indicate mean awards of $130,000 and median awards of $22,000 to $52,000
for tort cases29 and mean awards of $79,000 and median awards from
$17,000 to $30,000 for motor vehicle cases.30 However, in some areas-for
example, medical malpractice-South Carolina appears to be in line with
national statistics. These variations indicate that important regional varia-
tions exist. Therefore, caution is required if one uses national data or data
from a selected area to make policy decisions for a particular state.
Another important difference between these data and the data from other
states is the degree of detail involved. For example, many states do not gather
that tort reform explains this pattern). The earlier study of South Carolina also showed a pattern
of gradual increase. See Hubbard, supra note 2, at 721, 724 (finding a limited, gradual increase
in tort cases and products liability cases).
25. See, e.g., EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 23 (auto accidents constitute 60 %
of tort cases); NEw YORK CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE, REPORT OF THE CHIEF ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE OF THE CouRTs-1993 27 (1994) (motor vehicle accidents comprise nearly one-half
of tort cases) [hereinafter NEW YORK REPORT]; Civil Jury Cases, supra note 23, at 2. The earlier
study in South Carolina showed a similar pattern. See Hubbard, supra note 2, at 724, 727 (stating
that tort cases constituted 54% to 74% of all jury verdicts, and motor vehicle accidents
constituted 35% to 50% of all tort verdicts in a ten-year period).
26. See EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 25; Civil Jury Cases, supra note 23, at
4. For a more detailed discussion of outcomes reflecting variations in awards and in fee
arrangements, see Herbert M. Kritzer, et al., Winners and Losers in Litigation: Does Anyone
Come Out Ahead?, in DAVID M. TRUBEK, ET AL., CIVIL LITIGATION RESEARCH PROJECT
REPORT, PART C 29 (1987).
27. See EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 23; NEW YORK REPORT, supra note 25,
at 27. These percentages are consistent with earlier patterns in South Carolina. See Hubbard,
supra note 2, at 721.
28. See EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 25; Civil Jury Cases, supra note 23, at
8, 10. This pattern is consistent with an earlier study of South Carolina. See Hubbard, supra note
2, at 737-739.
29. See EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 25 (median award of $52,000); Civil
Jury Cases, supra note 23, at 7 (median award of $22,000; mean award of $130,000).
30. See EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 25 (median award of $30,000); Civil
Jury Cases, supra note 23, at 7 (median award of $17,000; mean award of $79,000).
31. See EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 25 (median award of $200,000); Civil
Jury Cases, supra note 23, at 7 (median award of $111,000; mean award of $522,000).
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even limited data on the type of case. Thus, it is not possible to compile
complete national data on the number of tort cases filed in a given year.32
Other types of more precise date-for example, manner of disposition for tort
cases-are also not gathered in most states.33 It is also important to note that
the most common type of case is debt collection, which constitutes over one-
third of all cases filed. This statistic indicates that evaluations of the litigation
system based simply on number of cases filed can be very misleading. Given
the size of the debt collection category, an increase in the number of cases
filed could indicate simply an economic problem, not an increase in litigious-
ness. As a result of these limits, it is not possible to make reliable statements
either about the details of civil litigation for most states or about the United
States as a whole.
B. Implementation of an Expanded
State-Wide Civil Court Database
The study revealed two basic types of problems relevant to implementing
an expanded state-wide civil court database. First, there are a number of
administrative problems involved in expanding the database of a single county.
Second, implementing an expanded database for the state as a whole presents
such substantial resource and constituency problems that it is unlikely that any
such expansion will occur in the near future.
Both types of problems are complicated by the fact that, in South
Carolina, each clerk's office is independent. The clerk of court for each of
South Carolina's forty-six counties is elected locally, and the funding for each
office is provided largely by the county. Moreover, the clerk's computer
database is usually a part of a larger county system, and this computer system
may not be subject to any control by the clerk of court. As a result, any
changes to the court system require reprogramming its part of the county
computer system, and these changes may be hard to implement if the clerk of
court has little control over the county system. In addition, if the county
system changes, the court part of the system may have to be changed as well.
Even if a particular clerk is willing to set up an expanded system for the
county involved, the administrative difficulties associated with setting up a
data-gathering system in a single county, although relatively easy to address,
should not be underestimated. At least three problems are involved. First, even
if the basic system has been designed, integration of the system into the
existing computer scheme in the county involved and training of staff in the
clerk's office will be prerequisites to full implementation. Second, it will be
32. See, e.g., EXAMINING STATE COURTS, supra note 9, at 22 (rates of tort filing available
for 27 states; tort filings per 100,000 population available for 29 states).
33. Id. at 24 (data on disposition by jury trial or bench trial available for 11 states).
19961
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necessary to utilize some quality-control mechanism to ensure that the
computer program works and that the data are being accurately entered by the
clerks. Third, as time goes on, changes in personnel and in the court's or the
county's computer system must be addressed. Similarly, as personnel change,
it is necessary to repeat the training phase; and, if the computer system
changes, it may be necessary to review and, perhaps, change the programming
necessary for the expanded database.
Implementing an expanded state-wide system for all counties will involve
additional obstacles, and it is not likely that any such system will be
implemented in the near future. The first obstacle to expansion is cost.
Gathering, storing, and reporting additional data will require time and
resources. However, clerks and other administrators will be reluctant to use
their limited resources to implement an expanded database where such
expansion will not enable them to achieve their management tasks more
efficiently. From their point of view, this resistance is rational and legitimate
because they are charged with the responsibility of using very limited
resources to manage the system efficiently. It would be inconsistent with this
responsibility to use their limited resources to gather public policy data unless
it is reasonably certain that additional funds will be provided at a level
sufficient to pay for the additional costs of an expanded system. It is unlikely
that such funding will be provided by the state or by the counties in the near
future.
Funding could perhaps be secured by adding an additional amount to the
current filing fee of fifty-five dollars for a civil case. Approximately 50,000
cases are filed each year;34 therefore, a five dollar increase in the filing fee
would generate yearly funding of about $250,000. This amount should be
adequate to compensate the county clerks of court for their additional efforts
as well as provide some funding at the state level to pay for any necessary
coordination and supervision. This amount of money seems both fair and
modest. It is fair because courts are a heavily subsidized forum for dispute
settlement. Consequently, an additional charge as a user fee to improve our
understanding of the system appears reasonable. The amount is minimal
compared to the other costs of litigation.
Despite the compelling nature of this argument, funding from tax
revenues or from user fees is unlikely in the near future because there is no
constituency to push for expanding the data to include public policy informa-
tion. Such information is a classic example of what economists term a common
"public good"-i.e., all members of the public benefit from the value of the
information but no single person or group receives sufficient unique benefit to
make it worth individual efforts to work to achieve the good that all will share.
As a result of this lack of constituency, it will be difficult to overcome
34. See SOUTH CAROLINA JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT, ANNUAL REPORT-1993 53 (1994).
[Vol. 47:537
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resistance or to persuade decisionmakers to provide adequate funding for an
expanded system.
Despite these obstacles, there are several reasons to believe that some
expansion of a state-wide database is likely to occur in the long run. First,
technological improvements are making it easier and cheaper to compile such
databases. Second, partly because of these improvements, some court systems
are expanding their computerized databases. Third, as the limited public policy
data that are available are used to make decisions, there may be an increased
interest in gathering and using additional and improved types of data.
Nevertheless, in the short run, the lack of constituency makes it unlikely
that an expanded civil-court database will be implemented. Consequently,
public policy decisions will be made on the basis of concerns other than civil-
litigation data or on the basis of limited, untrustworthy data. These data will
take the form of ad hoc "war stories" or of statistical data that lack sufficient
precision, reliability, or relevance to guide public choice in a given jurisdic-
tion. The best that can be hoped for is that an awareness of the limits of such
data will result in skepticism about claims that, because of alleged problems
like excessive verdicts or a litigation explosion, the civil system needs reform.
19961
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